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About Along the Railway 

Du Haibin: This is a film that documents the life of vagabonds in the ‘real’ sense.

Around the Chinese New Year 2000, just as I was actively preparing to shoot my first DV film, I 

came across this group of people. To be precise, they are vagabonds, who were unable to return 

home. A strong sense of introspection forced me to put aside my plans for that DV film and start an 

extemporaneous but exciting work with my Panasonic VHS. I enjoyed it.

They gradually let down their guard and I became friends with every one of them. I hid my purpose 

for filming. I suppose I would hardly be able to so elsewhere. They had all sorts of speculations about 

who I was. Some thought I was a TV journalist doing investigations; Fire Fox, the nine-year old kid 

in the film, said I was a policeman who was here to find clues for crimes. But even so, they were still 

friendly to me.

This made the whole filmmaking process a process of getting to know them, trusting each other and 

even becoming ‘buddies’. I was aware that this could destroy the relationship between the observing 

and being observed, which would ultimately deprive me of some natural advantage behind the 

camera and cause unnecessary problems for the film. But I couldn’t help it. This situation always got 

out of hand. So I just gave up.

Some people think the author is feckless if their interview with the subjects appears in the documen-

tary. But in the context of such subject matter, I couldn’t stop my strong impulse to communicate 

with them directly. On the contrary, I felt that concealing myself and the presence of the camera 

became a lame tactic. So I just did whatever I wanted to do on set, as I couldn’t always keep calm 

unfeelingly when a child was recounting their misadventures.
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In order to not inundate our conversations with too much misery and wretchedness, I tried to make 

them recollect some happy memories after talking about their misfortunes, like the families or friend-

ships they used to have – which should be a part of life for every human being, an essential need. 

Even though such efforts were ineffective most of the time.

Someone said that I have inadvertently captured one of the most powerful metaphors, which is the 

recurring landscape of the railways and of trains going by from the opening scene. This scene refers 

to a metaphor for current life in China. I didn’t think of such a grand proposition. I just thought that 

if the railway was a boundary, then the group of people I filmed and myself were demarcated on the 

left and right side, and our lives would never cross. The people on this side of the railway will never 

know what the people on the other side are thinking and how they live, and some of them may avoid 

[the vagabonds]. Because the real situation might hurt us, and not everyone dares to face it. I’m not 

indifferent to the existence of this distinction and I’ve never thought of hiding it. I believe we are 

fundamentally different, and how can I say that I belong to the same underclass as them and that we 

are the same kind of people, compared to what they have lost and what they are able to get?

On New Year’s Eve, these people gathered together by the railway, piling up twigs and broken plastic 

bags for a fire to keep each other warm. Thief King sang a song called We are All Wanderers when a 

train happened to be passing by. The lights from the train provided people with images of home. And 

at that moment, outside the train, there was this song.

It was as if these people had been thrown off the speeding train and they would never be able to 

get back on. I inadvertently caught sight of them wandering around. As a documentarian, every 

day when I went back home and looked at the footage I’d shot, my role somehow shifted to that 

of a problem solver and a decision-maker. In the end, I found that it was not a matter that could be 

easily interpreted as a certain ideological or cultural form. I couldn’t explain exactly what it was like. 

But in the end, I figured out that what I could do was just to record their lives and conversations, 

my reactions and intuitions behind the camera, then present them to more people who could think 

together with me about what I couldn’t figure out.

Nowadays, some people have seen my film. However, people who have always wanted to see what 

they would look like on TV couldn’t see themselves as much as they should. The hurt is happening 

once again and I don’t know how to face it yet.

…
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Stories along the Railway (Abridged)
LI Xun (李迅), DU Haibin, ZHANG Yaxuan (张亚璇)

Time: 2 pm – 4 pm, 27 November 2000

Venue: Culture in China (文化在中国) website chat room

Li Xun: Today we have a young director, Du Haibin, in our film programme, who made a new 

documentary called Along the Railway. I have seen the film and found it very interesting. We also 

have a guest, Zhang Yaxuan, to talk about his filmmaking experience. I’ve never seen this [type of] 

film before. Last year there was a film in Canada about a group of vagabonds in Toronto, and now we 

have a film like this in our country too. The film has received very good reviews in our circle. Please 

talk to us about what made you want to film something along the railway.

Du Haibin: I didn’t prepare anything in advance for this documentary. My original plan was to 

shoot a fiction film in Shaanxi. You can see there is a white building by the railway in the film, and 

this is where we were at the time. We just took a camera like this and filmed some landscapes. I 

saw a kid with a small [toy] gun, and what attracted me most at first was the [toy] gun. So I went 

to talk to him, and then I realised that he was a homeless kid who spoke Mandarin, but with a 

Xinjiang or northwestern accent. In fact, this language brought me closer to him, because I knew that 

everyone would change when coming to another environment. This broke down the inconvenience 

of communication that used to be caused by language barriers. I think there was another reason [that 

I managed to get closer to him]. Because before this they were in our world, and this time I entered 

their world. For them, it meant that they were able to protect themselves. Another important reason 

for protecting themselves was that they didn’t understand the camera and they wondered why I was 

so interested in their lives, whether I was from the police or a TV station. This is what they told me 

during the filming process. That was how I met them on the first day, and all of a sudden I felt the 

urge to film something. They weren’t afraid, and they were willing to talk. I think in that situation if 

they weren’t very expressive, nobody would be able to force them to speak. It was a good start.

Li Xun: What kind of clothes were you wearing? Was it something ordinary?

Du Haibin: Just ordinary stuff. It was funny that one day I wore a hat and a kid looked at me, saying, 

‘You’re wearing make-up’. I said how did you know and he said you were wearing a hat.
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Li Xun: There is a big gap between how people behave in front of the camera [and who they actually 

are]. Sometimes this performance doesn’t represent reality. I think the best one is Big Sichuan, at 

least from the viewer’s point of view, who experiences a process of change. It is a good process, and 

it can also be counted as a record of local places in contemporary China, which is very meaningful.

Zhang Yaxuan: We did a screening of Du Haibin’s film at the Academy of Fine Arts, and one person 

asked if what they said was true, referring to the people in the film, and he was questioning whether 

there’s a certain sense of playacting in these people’s performances. Du Haibin later answered this 

question. I also said that it is inevitable that sometimes the subjects playact a bit, and this is something 

that cannot be overcome by the filmmakers. We, including the author, are capable of making such 

judgements, but what does documentary bring to us? It does not give you a result of a fixed answer, 

but takes you on a journey and provides you with the possibility to judge and think. In this sense, the 

reflection of the subject is not so important, but that their reflection is shown through the film rather 

than concealed by it, which makes us think and ponder.

Du Haibin: Another issue is to do with the filmmaker themselves. The idea used to be that we 

minimised the impact of the camera on people, that the director had to navigate that on location, 

and that it could be done technically in a way that made it believable. That was the way it used to be 

accepted by everyone, that the audience shouldn’t feel the camera was on location. I think what I’ve 

tried to do is to let people see the interaction between the camera and the subject because it’s closer to 

the real state of the relationship between the filmmaker and the people being filmed.

Zhang Yaxuan: As Du Haibin just said, I personally think the filmmaker’s attitude is something 

very precious. And one of the most valuable aspects of this film is that he does not hide on location, 

but communicates with his subjects in a comfortable and relaxed way, encouraging them [to speak]. 

I think this is a valuable approach to documentary filmmaking in China today. It’s an attitude 

that manifests not only in the filmmaking process but also in post-production. Most documentary 

filmmakers in China usually make documentaries in the way that we can hardly see the on-site impact 

of the filmmaker and the camera from the images, including some works of the New Documentary 

Movement (新纪录片运动) in the early 1990s, shorts from Living Space (生活空间), and some 

works by young filmmakers that have been widely discussed recently. They all have this tendency. 

The impact [of the filmmaker and the camera] exists but is eliminated in the editing. But Du Haibin 

did it differently. What is the significance of this attitude? I think anyone with a little theoretical 

background knows that it is impossible to eliminate the impact of the filmmaker and the camera on 

the subject. You are part of the scene. So when you present this impact, it is actually closer to the 

truth than that of hiding it. It first brings out the multiple meanings of the scene, and then it is also a 
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more ethical gesture if we agree that the essence of documentary is truthfulness.

Li Xun: It’s about different ways of making documentaries. And how much the audience can see 

depends on their thought and judgement. 

Du Haibin: Yes!

Li Xun: But it is really interesting that very often the audience’s attitude is contingent. The objectivity 

of the author is an important aspect that affects the audience’s understanding of the film. From 

filmmaking’s perspective, it’s a very complex thing, because it has its own way of intervening and its 

own operating process. If it’s done well, it would be able to explain itself, but the downside may be a 

lack of guidance. For example, if some people you encounter have [hazy] recollections of their life or 

[exaggerate] something that happens to them, the audience will figure out the flaws over time. There 

are a few people that I still haven’t figured out who is who.

Zhang Yaxuan: I still insist on the point that even if the way Du Haibin shot provides us with a sense 

of multiplicity, he doesn’t make our judgement become one-dimensional. After watching the film, 

you will have your own opinion about it, and it will not necessarily be the director’s opinion.

Du Haibin: I think it’s also a judgement I made on location. Because there’s a lot of turnover in 

that place, and it’s possible that today this person is there and tomorrow he or she is gone. If this 

happened in the film, I would cut it out. I will subtitle the names of the people who appear in the 

film. There are some people I may have interviewed. But they’re like a symbol that doesn’t mean 

much to the film. Because you can’t emphasise everyone, although there might be interesting stuff in 

there. For example, I encountered one of the people when I went to film for the second time. But as 

it’s the second time I went to shoot, it didn’t feel like [I was following his story] from the beginning 

to the end, so I just gave up. Because if this person appears [in the film], there would need to be an 

explanation. And the feeling has passed. But his appearance was quite unexpected to me. During our 

conversation, he just told me everything about who he was and his past. This man was actually the 

most educated among all the kids. He had finished secondary school, knew some foreign languages. 

He also participated in some kind of competition in Sichuan. He spoke Mandarin well and seemed 

to have participated in a recruitment test for Mianyang Radio Station, but it was unsuccessful. Later 

he took some Sichuan girls to a cabaret in Xi’an. He said that in the process of modernisation, one 

problem is people and the other is society, but the most fundamental factor is society. He said this 

many times. His sister was in Baoji, married to a local man and had a child. I asked, do you go and see 

them? You’re an uncle. He said, you know, interpersonal relationships nowadays are all about money. 
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There was another point. He said many of us Sichuanese are engaged in the construction industry, 

but in fact, we Sichuanese are in all walks of life. Suddenly he stopped and said that there’s one thing 

he felt quite embarrassed about because most of the sex workers in the club were Sichuanese girls. As 

a person with some life experience, he told us his own understanding and point of view. This is very 

valuable, only we didn’t highlight him.

Li Xun: I think this film is really artistic. First of all, the trains are everywhere, and there’s no extra 

editing of the sounds and images. It’s all natural. Staying natural is actually intentional. I especially 

like the scene when the boy is talking by the railway. As there is a train passing, he paused and 

waited. His facial expression is really touching. I want to ask you a question: in terms of the aesthetic 

aspect of documentary, is the aesthetic attribute infinite? To what extent does the aesthetic attribute 

detract from [the realist attribute of] the documentaries?

Zhang Yaxuan: First of all, I don’t deny that documentaries have aesthetic attributes, but aesthetics 

is a very ambiguous concept for documentaries. Mr Li just talked about artistic technique [of the 

documentary] with a focus on train imagery. My understanding is, perhaps the author inadvertently 

encountered and captured such a scene, and it became a metaphor for life in China, the process of 

modernisation that China is going through at the moment. Because the train imagery has appeared in 

many dramas, and it has been deemed a symbol of modernity and process.

Li Xun: Some things need to be arranged artificially in a feature film, how do you deal with these 

scenes and techniques in a documentary? 

Du Haibin: Actually, I think this kind of attitude has existed in my film from the very beginning. It’s 

hard to say whether it’s artistic or not. If a film requires a certain [artistic] atmosphere, I still don’t 

avoid the fact that documentaries should respect reality.

But moving images should have visual effects. My film is constituted of these two elements. In that 

respect, I think it depends if I can accept it. If you can do it in a way that makes other people feel 

what you have, I think it’s artistic. It’s hard to define it within a certain excerpt or scene, but I still 

wanted the whole piece to establish a bigger vision on top of its visuals.

There is something inherent in the way you shoot and present it, and the viewer will judge it by 

themselves with an artistic or non-artistic point of view. This [the judgement] is all brought to the 

film by the viewer, not something that the film itself conveys. From this aspect, I want to make this 

film for others to view, no matter who they are, whether they are the general public or celebrities. I 
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have this desire. I don’t know which groups of people I’m making the film for, but I definitely want to 

reflect my own style that at least can be accepted by myself.

Zhang Yaxuan: I think nowadays because there’s no tradition of [making] documentaries in China, 

we don’t have the experience of watching documentaries either. It’s easy for us to look at documen-

taries according to our experience with feature films. When I was at the Central Academy of Fine 

Arts, some of the questions they asked were ridiculous. They asked how did you design such a happy 

ending? For a documentary, the ending cannot be made up by the author. It is real. It represents 

reality. This is one of the most basic rules of documentary. This means that documentaries have their 

own norms and standards. Perhaps it’s also because the characters’ lives are so dramatic in this film, 

and it raises the question of whether documentaries don’t need dramatic effect, or whether they are 

born to be flat. Some documentaries are very vivid, but that doesn’t make them like feature films. 

Documentaries are perfectly capable of incorporating something relevant to the times and reality. If 

feature films in China nowadays are quite disappointing, then the revitalisation of documentaries in a 

way can be said to be born out of necessity, and it is also in line with our expectations for images. In 

this sense, I think documentaries should never be hands-off because they are a way of intervening in 

reality. A Taiwanese teacher said something that really impressed me. She said that when you pick up 

a camera, there must be something that you want to say; if you don’t have something to say, why pick 

up the camera? It is a very expensive thing.

… 


